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It is a commonplace of mainstream
 security analysis and of media debate
 in mid-2003 that the institutions mainly

responsible for structuring Euro–Atlantic
co-operation in the security, political and
economic dimensions – the North Atlan-
tic Alliance and the European Union –
have been weakened by developments in
US policy since 11 September 2001 and by
the way the Europeans have coped or
failed to cope with them.  These latest rea-
sons for concern have been overlaid on a
debate revived by the EU’s creation of a
formal security and defence policy at end-
1999, about the risks and ultimate con-
sequences of NATO’s and the EU’s ‘com-
peting’ for similar niches in international
crisis management.  In this presentation I
would like to take a fresh look at these
concerns in the framework of a longer-term
analysis of where the familiar structures
of the Euro-Atlantic community came from,
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and where the logic of history may be
taking them.

A good starting-point is to note that
the ‘Euro–Atlantic’ grouping has not been
a normal or important one for most of mod-
ern history. After the establishment of the
USA as a break-away colony, the Atlantic
functioned for a century and a half as often
as a barrier as a bridge. The creation of a
trans-Atlantic alliance based on perma-
nent defence guarantees reflected the
needs of a specific, and in many ways novel,
situation at the end of World War Two:
the need for a credible, nuclear-backed
Western bloc to deter the Soviet Union
and the further expansion of Communism
in Europe, and the need to rebuild and
consolidate democracy and a functioning
economy on the territory of Western Eu-
rope itself.1 NATO contributed to the lat-
ter goal both by blocking a nationalistic
and competitive development of defence

1  The duality or, rather, triple nature of NATO’s role was summed up in Lord Ismay’s famous
remark that it existed ‘to keep America in, Russia out and Germany down’.
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culture among its European members, and
by providing a ‘shield’ under which West
Europeans could rebuild their economy in
peace – with US citizens in practice paying
much of the protection money.

The ‘Euro’ would not have been
automatically included in ‘Euro-Atlantic’
at this early stage. The first impulse of West
European unity after 1945 was to create
the Europeans’ own guaranteed defence
community (EDC/WEU2), which was in
effect then absorbed by NATO. When the
European Community was created, its aims
did include consolidating the peace of
(Western) Europe but it did so by the
indirect methods of destroying self-
sufficient national war industries, diverting
energies to economic and social cooper-
ation, opening frontiers, creating new
interdependent interests and so on. Hence
the rather sharp functional division
between NATO and EU, and between the
‘Atlantic’ and ‘European’ methods of build-
ing security (now popularly summed up
as ‘Mars’ and ‘Venus’), which prevailed

for at least the first 30 years of the Cold
War – though it is important to recall that
throughout that period, the US explicitly
supported the goals and methods of the
EU as well. Only in the 1980’s did the idea
of a distinct ‘Euro’ component in Western
security re-develop (a) out of the burden-
sharing debate in NATO (leading to the
concept of the ‘European pillar’) and (b)
out of the gradual entry of the EU into the
security sphere with the institutionalisa-
tion of Political Cooperation, which from
the outset included security-related
elements such as arms control and inputs
to the (then) CSCE3. Though the possibility
of NATO/EU role competition was here in
embryo, up to 1999 it was hard to see the
issue in such terms because of the
existence of WEU which acted both as
buffer and as middle-man between the two
institutions.4

The currently perceived challenge to
the value, viability, and possible future of
this whole Euro-Atlantic ‘architecture’5 can
be traced to three main forces of change

2  The French-led initiative to create a fully guaranteed European Defence Community (EDC) with
a common army broke down on the refusal of the French National Assembly to vote for it in
1954. The original Brussels Treaty Organization was expanded into the Western European
Union (WEU) (taking in Germany and Italy) as a weaker form of European defence cooperation,
leaving the operational part of collective defence in practice to NATO, later in the same year.
(http://www.weu.int)

3  For a more detailed account of CESDP’s precursors see Alyson JK Bailes, ”NATO’s European
Pillar: The European Security and Defense Identity” in DefenseAnalysis Vol. 15 No. 3, Autumn
1999.

4  The European Security and Defence Identity (ESDI) concept, enshrined most clearly in NATO’s
Berlin Ministerial conclusions of 1996, envisaged the WEU - not EU - as the European alternative
for providing political control and European leadership of potential operations borrowing NATO
assets.  The EU’s Maastricht Treaty envisaged using WEU to execute military actions of crisis
management for which the EU would provide political authority (and finance).
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active between 1989–90 and the present
day:

• the end of the Cold War and bloc
confrontation, the collapse of Eurasian
Communism and the Soviet Union, the
ensuing enlargement process and the
change in Russia’s role vis-à-vis the
West and its institutions;

• the changed security environment and
pattern of threats and challenges within
and beyond Europe, including notably
the powerful demands for conflict man-
agement capability and the growing
prominence of ‘new threats’ (terrorism,
Weapons of Mass Destruction, but also
crime, migration, disease, dangers to the
environment, etc);

• the increasingly prominent differences
and divisions within what used to be
the ‘Western’ camp, both between the
US and Europe as a whole and among
Europeans: involving objective gaps in
military strength, doctrinal and tech-
nological development; differential
threat perceptions and priorities; diffe-
rent attitudes on the nature and exercise

of power; different views on interna-
tional law, global regulation and the
handling of non-military security
challenges.

In what follows I will touch briefly on the
impact of the first trend, which I believe
has brought with it more parallel than
divisive influences for the EU and NATO,
and more fully on the other two which are
at the core of the current trans-Atlantic
debate.

Enlargement
The most interesting thing about the
Enlargement process in this context is that
exactly the same set of Central and East
European states – up to 15 of them if one
includes the latest aspirants in the Balkans
and Western CIS – decided very early in
the post-Cold War period to aim at double
membership of NATO and the EU.  They
perceived – in many cases more clearly
than ourselves – the two institutions as
different facets of essentially the same
Western integration process, each in its
own way bringing antidotes both to the
enemies without and the demons within.

5 The overall ‘Euro-Atlantic’ system includes other institutions developed during or around the
end of the Cold War, whose functions could be defined as (a) filling in functional niches (especially
in ‘soft security’ dimensions), (b) providing a framework for relations between the Western
integrated groups, other groupings and non-members, and (c) organizing relations among smaller
and more specialized, notably regional communities. These other bodies have included the CSCE/
OSCE, the Council of Europe, a number of formal sub-regional groupings from the Arctic to the
Black Sea, and most recently NATO’s and the EU’s larger partnership/outreach structures. It
would be an intriguing topic for study but is not the issue here – whether the existence of these
other bodies did more to avoid friction between the EU and NATO (i.a. by keeping certain
difficult topics off their agendas) or to hasten the EU’s emergence as a security player, the
Europeans’ growing sense of philosophical difference from the US, and their growing confidence
about looking after their own affairs.
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For some years it was not clear whether
NATO and the EU would respond to the
requests for entry in equally parallel
fashion and on the same timescale. In my
opinion it was the events of 11 September
2001 which settled the matter by bringing
Western states to realise – even if only
subconsciously – that the control of a
larger European territory and the ability to
dictate external and internal security
policies over an area up to the Russian
border would bring real and direct strate-
gic benefits for the defence of Western
societies against terrorism and other ‘new
threats’. The same conjuncture made it
possible for Russia, which up to then had
had a fairly black and white attitude to
NATO and EU expansion respectively, to
settle into a parallel way of treating the
two by claiming in each case a privileged
position for itself with the respective seats
of power in Brussels6. The result was a
wider and faster enlargement than almost
anyone would have expected in the late
1990’s, and a more parallel one in the sense
that 19 countries (as against 11 before) will
end up being full members of both
organizations, with two more to come in

20077.  Europe as a whole is fast becoming
‘uni-polar’.

An enlargement on this scale brings
real but largely comparable challenges for
both organizations: notably the risk of
inefficiency in decision-making and
sharper internal divisions (‘hard core’
against ‘outer circle’, regionally-based or
whatever); the risk of overstretch since the
new members are bringing proportionally
far more extra territory than extra re-
sources; the challenge of regulating rela-
tions with the ‘new neighbours’ along the
EU’s and NATO’s Eastern borders; and the
uncertainty about what further waves of
enlargement may prove to be necessary
and feasible.  The ultimate place in Euro-
pean integration of, for instance, Turkey
and Ukraine is becoming an issue harder
to ignore.

Some politicians and theorists have
also suggested that Central European
entry to the EU means importing a tribe of
dangerous Atlanticists who will bring
NATO–EU rivalry, as it were, right into the
bosom of the Union and thus make the
EU’s defence and security identity even
harder to construct – unless they are shut

6   Russia’s ‘pay-off’ in NATO was the new integrated NATO-Russia Council ‘at 20’, and in the EU
case, a deal on facilitated transit for Kaliningrad plus a further strengthening of EU-Russia
political, economic, and even security ties.  The goal of a common EU-Russia ‘economic space’
has been formally envisaged for the future.  See the last section of Chapter 1, ”The Euro-Atlantic
system and global security”, in SIPRI Yearbook 2003: Armaments, Disarmament and Internatio-
nal Security, SIPRI, Stockholm, July 2003.

7  In 2004 Cyprus and Malta will join the EU without joining NATO and Bulgaria and Romania will
join NATO without the EU, but have been given an EU entry target date of 2007.  The Central
European countries which will have common NATO and EU membership from 2004 are the
Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia.
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out from the process.  This view involves
extrapolation from a few incidents in the
heat of the Iraq crisis when few if any
Europeans were behaving particularly
well, and it will almost certainly be proved
wrong.  The EU will have a far deeper
civilisational impact on these new members
than NATO 8, which will not even have
any foreign forces, new command head-
quarters or nuclear assets stationed on
their territory.  The Central Europeans may
be relatively lukewarm about ESDP9 in prin-
ciple, not least because they still rate high-
ly the traditional guarantees which only
NATO can provide, but they have accepted
it with their eyes open as part of the EU
acquis and they have no great domestic
hang-ups about risking their own forces
on missions under the EU as under any
other flag.  It is true that they would vote10

against any development of ESDP in a

direction which clearly damaged NATO,
but in this they are only joining countries
like the UK, Italy and the Nordics11 who
already have a sufficient blocking vote.
There is at least a possibility that they will
in the medium term improve the mood and
the handling of EU/NATO cooperation,
because of their non-adversarial view of
the two institut ions’ relationship – as well
as contributing at least a little to the
continued viability of NATO itself, due to
their greater claim on the Americans’ inte-
rest and loyalty.

Adaptation
Even without enlargement, Western insti-
tutions would have faced a need for major
change and adaptation given the succes-
sive and cumulative shifts in security
agendas relevant to the Euro-Atlantic
space. By simplifying somewhat, three

8  A Eurobarometer poll taken just after the fighting in Iraq, http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/
public_opinion/cceb_en.htm (quoted by Quentin Peel in the Financial Times of 12 August 2003
(p11)), showed that the general public in 13 candidate countries strongly supported a common
European foreign policy (by 65 % to 14 %) and were much more likely to see the EU’s role as
positive than the US’s  both in ‘promoting peace in the world’ and in ‘fighting terrorism’ ( 65 %
and 61 % respectively in favour of EU policies and 34 % and 48 % approval for the US).

9  European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP) or Common European and Security Defence
Policy (CESDP): the new programme to build European defence capabilities suitable for EU-led
crisis management operations which was adopted at the Helsinki European Council in December
1999. The Central European countries have already been associated with CESDP discussions and
actions since 2000 through consultation mechanisms between the EU 15 and the group of
applicant States plus non-EU NATO members.  Some are contributing to the EU’s new police
mission in Bosnia-Herzegovina and military mission in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
FYROM.

10 ‘Vote’ is metaphorical since ESDP uses inter-governmental methods of decision making.

11 Interestingly, Finland and Sweden have (at least since the time of Helsinki) been as keen or keener
than Norway and Iceland on a harmonious NATO-EU relationship. See Bailes, Alyson JK:
”European Security from a Nordic Perspective: the Roles of Finland and Sweden”, to be published
in the Swedish National Defence College (Försvarshögskolan) Yearbook 2003.
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‘waves’ of challenge may be distinguish-
ed which have had different effects on the
institutions and on their mutual relations.

The first was the rising demand for
Western-led military inputs to conflict
management, in the Balkans and around
the world, from the early 1990’s to the end
of the 20th century. Its most immediate
impact was on NATO, which found itself
in demand for ‘hard’ and heavy’ inter-
ventions (thanks above all to its ability to
draw on US assets), and duly proved its
capacity to end at least the ‘hot’ phase
both of the war in Former Yugoslavia and
the crisis over Kosovo in 1998-9.  In the
process, real-life pressure obliged the
Alliance to carry through changes in
military organization and doctrine some of
which had been theoretically on the
agenda since 199412; to strengthen and
speed up its decision-taking capacity; and
to learn to work in the field with Russian
troops and other non-member contrib-
utors.  In turn, the more bitter aspects of
the Kosovo experience, especially the
exposure of Europe’s limited capacity to
contribute and US/European friction over

operational style, gave the decisive boost
for the EU to develop its own options for
leading crisis management operations in
the framework of the new Common Euro-
pean Security and Defence Policy
(CESDP)13.  The EU’s plans extended into
some areas that NATO could not reach,
i.e. the parallel construction of non-military
(notably police) intervention capabilities;
but  an attempt was made to curb the
competititive implications in the area where
NATO and EU ambitions did overlap – low-
to middle-range crisis interventions – by
maintaining the idea already developed
between NATO and WEU of dual access
to the same command and control and sup-
port facilities initially created by NATO14.

The second wave of change came in
autumn 2001 with the Al-Qa’eda attacks
on the United States which propelled the
asymmetrical, ‘transnational’ threats of
terrorism and Weapons of Mass Destruc-
tion  (WMD) proliferation to the top of the
whole West’s agenda. The new themes
rapidly became linked with a renewed
focus on the challenge of ‘failed States’
(Afghanistan) and ‘rogue States’ (Iraq),

12 The Brussels NATO Summit of January 1994 had foreseen the development of flexible Combined
Joint Task Forces precisely for the Balkan type of operation, but implementation had been slow
and in the event, practice in the Former Republic of Yugoslavia, FRY operations got out ahead of
(and amended) the theory.

13 See note 8 above.

14 The Washington NATO Summit of April 1999 expressed its readiness both to maintain and
enhance for the EU the possibilities of support and of loaning of assets defined vis-à-vis WEU at
Berlin in 1996 – hence the expression ‘Berlin plus’. While the EU embraced the ‘Berlin plus’
offer in its Helsinki conclusions, implementation of the new relationship was delayed until.
December 2002 by political difficulties essentially arising from Greek-Turkish tensions, which
were finally overcome through the EU’s decisions in the Copenhagen European Council (relating
to Turkish membership).
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against which US proclaimed a need for
military intervention to stop or preempt
their cooperation with terrorists and/or
their suspected development of WMD.
This ensured that the new agenda would
push, not just towards the strengthening
of international and national measures for
‘internal security’, but also towards even
sterner demands for the improvement and
use of Western military deployment capa-
bility.  The new twist was that in this case,
the West might be starting military crises
rather than intervening in those started by
others; and that the US now stated an
open preference for ‘coalitions of willing’15

rather than the adoption of a joint NATO
(or any other institutional) command.
Nevertheless, US Defense Secretary Rums-
feld appealed to NATO to adapt itself so
that it could carry out operations world-
wide against terrorist and rogue targets if
required: and other Allies found the appeal
hard to refuse because of the implication
that the US’s whole attachment to NATO
might otherwise be placed in question.
Thus, in May 2002 NATO adopted a pol-
icy accepting the possible need for opera-
tions world-wide, notably against terrorist
targets, and at the Prague Summit of end-
2002 NATO took a correspondingly large

further step forward in military adaptation:
with its new Response Force, new
capabilities commitment focussing on
deployable forces, and the start of a drastic
command structure reform. By mid-2003, a
substantial operational commitment
outside Europe had been taken on in the
shape of NATO’s support for a German–
Dutch and then a Canadian command in
ISAF (Afghanistan), and the idea of
NATO’s taking on some similar eventual
role in Iraq was starting to be canvassed.

The consequences for the NATO/EU
division of labour have been rather
complex and are still playing themselves
out. First, since the latest NATO reforms
have shifted the Alliance’s operational
attention almost completely away from
traditional, territorial common defence to
the sphere of ad hoc crisis deployments,
the generic overlap of NATO and EU roles
has become theoretically more complete.
Second, there has been the start of what
most people expect to be a continuing pro-
cess (albeit now with some US counter-
currents)16 for NATO to transfer to the EU
the command of now well-established
peacekeeping commitments in the Euro-
pean theatre, starting with the small West-
ern force in Macedonia, while the EU itself

15 ‘The mission must determine the coalition and not the coalition the mission’ – see the transcript
of a speech and questions and answers by Defense Secretary Rumsfeld on the 21st-century
transformation of US forces, Washington, 31 January 2002, http://www.defenselink.mil/speeches/
2002/s20020131-secdef2.html.

16 France and Germany are publicly committed to the idea of the EU’s taking over SFOR (the
stability force in Bosnia–Hercegovina) by end-2004 and most EU members are ready for this, but
the US military have recently expressed reservations. There are many locally who would also
prefer to keep NATO involved.
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has launched a police mission in Bosnia–
Hercegovina and is considering one in
Macedonia too. Third, the EU is conduct-
ing these operations with NATO support
so that the ‘dual use of assets’ principle is
being tried out for the first time since its
invention, and the EU is in a sense
bolstering NATO’s credibility by showing
that its tools and skills are still in demand.
Fourth, the Prague Capability Commitment
and the NATO Response Force clearly owe
some debt of inspiration to the EU’s Hel-
sinki Headline Goal (some Europeans even
complained at the time that the US spon-
sors of these reforms were trying to steal
the EU’s thunder). Fifth, in the actual busi-
ness of combating terrorism and other
‘asymmetrical threats’ on European soil it
is the EU that has been active, notably with
the rapid introduction of common mea-
sures in the field of Justice and Home
Affairs (JHA) in the first quarter of 2002,
and a constructive dialogue on these mat-
ters has developed between Washington
and the EU organs in Brussels while NATO
has in essence had little to add (other than
on military-technical aspects like NBC
defence).

The third wave of change in threat
perceptions is only starting now and its
speed and completeness is still very much
in question, obstructed i.a. by the short-
term focus on Iraq: namely the danger from
non-military threats to human security

such as the SARS epidemic, whose impact
on the world economy and travel scene
has so far dwarfed that of the Iraq crisis.
The US itself has swung the spotlight back
on AIDS as a challenge serious enough to
be classed as a security one, and to this
could be added other human and animal
epidemics, the mounting costs of climatic
change and instability, environmental
degradation and one-off natural disasters,
and the major swings in population levels
and population movements which are likely
to be triggered by all these forces acting
on top of widening economic inequalities.
The point to note in the present context is
that NATO has nothing to say on any of
these matters17, while the EU does have
competence for them both insofar as they
affect its own territory and as a player at
global level. The EU and US thus relate to
each other as interlocutors, and sometimes
(eg on the Kyoto Protocol) as antagonists,
in bilateral and global frameworks which
completely bypass the Alliance.

Even if we were to imagine that the US
and Europe had not collided with each
other over specific security-related issues
in 2001–3, we would probably still be diag-
nosing the Euro–Atlantic system as facing
serious challenges and conflicting signals
today from these three sets of environmen-
tal changes. They have shifted both the
base of NATO’s legitimacy and the focus
of its day-to-day activity, perhaps for good,

17 Although NATO’s Science Programme has always commendably maintained a focus on‘Challenges
to Modern Society’, such as the environment.
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away from the defence of the Alliance’s
own territory: with a speed that has left
little time to ask –

a is this safe? Does it leave us relying
too much on nuclear deterrence for
NATO’s extended territory, and does
that deterrence actually work against
potential new aggressors?

b what will be the effect on the internal
impact of the ‘NATO experience’ both
for older and, especially, new members?
Is there not a danger of diluting the anti-
nationalist, risk-sharing and democra-
cy-building component which was half
of NATO’s function from the outset?
Or do we now in effect rely on the EU’s,
much deeper and more intrusive inte-
gration process to take over this role,
inter alia through the new principle of
‘solidarity’ proposed in the new EU draft
Constitution for perils of a non-tra-
ditional kind?18

 Coming to NATO’s new chosen
field of crisis management and its
interface here with the EU, some of the
more obvious questions are:

c given the new-found US mistrust of
institutional frameworks for launching
‘serious’ interventions, is there a risk

that the Alliance will now be limited to
the role of a ‘tool-box’ for supporting
follow-on operations and/or those
which have been politically brokered
elsewhere (NB that the ISAF support
task was triggered by a German–Dutch,
and the possible Iraq role by a Polish,
request)? If so, will this not further
erode NATO’s function as a forum for
initial discussion and policy-making on
shared Western challenges?19

d will the EU gradually invade NATO’s
new, global field of action as a provider
of force frameworks for extra-European
interventions as well (vide the Congo
operation)?

e can the Europeans actually find the
resources to back up their widening
ESDP ambitions, especially assuming
they do pay a growing part of the
manpower bill for Balkan tasks? And
can the EU live up to expectations about
its ability to coordinate truly ‘multi-
functional’, interventions, given the
continuing institutional and cultural
dividing lines between its military,
civilian and supranational components
and the trouble it has had to solve the
issue of operational finance?

18 See Caparini, Marina: ”Security sector reform and NATO and EU enlargement”, chapter 7, SIPRI
Yearbook 2003. The draft Constitution for the EU produced by the European Convention in June
2003 includes a ‘solidarity’ clause committing member states to come to each others’ help
against terrorist attack: Britain and France had earlier proposed extending this to all non-
military contingencies.

19 There is also an argument that the growing technology and tactical gap between US and other
armed forces will make it hard to set up a NATO-style integrated intervention force in future, at
least for the more testing ‘spearhead’ tasks.
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Last but not least comes the challenge
posed to both institutions by further shifts
in the threat agenda towards internal-
security and ‘human security’ topics, for
which military assets and defence
competence are relevant only at the mar-
gin. The EU at present seems far better
placed to maintain its credibility and even
centrality in this field, and hence more
likely to be the key player in an increas-
ingly important sphere of US–Europe
dialogue. NATO could of course in
principle start a new policy focus on any
or all of these topics: but that seems pretty
far-fetched at present, given the difficulty
of reversing the progressive de facto
narrowing of the Alliance’s agenda
throughout the 90’s as the result of an un-
relenting operational focus plus
unwillingness to face potentially divisive
issues.20

The Impact of US/Europe
Tensions
These question-marks over institutional
futures were not created, but very much
sharpened, by the course of the Bush
Administration’s security policy in 2002–

3 and the trans-Atlantic and intra-Euro-
pean splits its provoked. Significantly,
neither the EU nor NATO placed Iraq on
the agenda of any of its high-level meetings
in 2002. Neither the proponents nor the
opponents of the US’s intervention in Iraq
ever suggested that it should have taken
place under a NATO flag, or that an EU-
led action could have been an alternative.
The key phases of US/European inter-
action, both productive and negative, took
place in the institutional setting of the UN
or through ad hoc political channels. In
other words: the traditional Euro-Atlantic
organizations were neither the scene nor
the subject of the Iraq-related West-West
conflicts. The damage they suffered came
in two different ways: first through the
very perception of their disengagement
and irrelevance, secondly through the
practical blow-back of these disputes on
their unity and self-confidence. NATO
suffered a very damaging blockage in early
2003 over proposed aid to Turkey in the
event of an Iraq invasion, while divided
and divisive actions by EU members and
candidates21 led to widespread quotes and
headlines about CFSP and CESDP

20 This summary may seem a little harsh given the amount of attention and skill that NATO
devoted to ‘East-West’ topics–PfP, enlargement, handling Russia–in the same decade.
Unfortunately the solving of these problems effectively took them off the agenda as a source of
further policy stimulus. As to arms control, compare NATO’s limited and non-central role on
Missile Defence with the part it played on the Intermedial Nuclear Forces (INF) problem, or even
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) and Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START) in Cold
War days.

21 These included the ‘letter of the eight’ Western and Central European States, and the ‘letter of
the ten’ Central European candidates supporting US action, as well as US and French comments
implying splits between the‘old’ and ‘new’ Europeans.
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becoming ‘a bad joke’. External per-
ceptions were also affected eg by com-
petitive US and European lobbying of Stat-
es to take sides on a possible UN Resolu-
tion directly authorizing the Iraq attack,
while the widespread popular protests in
Europe against this action often had an
anti-NATO strand – blaming the Alliance
(mistakenly) for backing the war, or (more
correctly) for not being able to avoid it.

Naturally, a lot of the perceived
damage was exaggerated by the inflamed
feelings of the time, and the gravity of
European divisions was especially over-
played – usually with an eye on domestic
audiences. The challenges for Euro-Atlan-
tic consensus thrown up by US strategy
against Iraq can (with some simplification)
be listed as: the overall priority to be giv-
en to ‘asymmetrical’ threats, and the
unitary/linked vision of their sources; the
principle of preemptive strike; the readi-
ness to set aside institutional and interna-
tional-legal constraints; the belief that the
fall of Saddam Hussein could start a
democratic ‘domino effect’ throughout the
larger Middle East and that specifically,
‘the way to Jerusalem lay through Bagh-
dad’; and the final decision to invade Iraq
without a UN mandate and before UN-
mandated inspections were complete. On
all of these issues except the last, all EU
members present and future took a diffe-
rent view from Washington; and even
those members who joined in the US at-
tack in March did so partly with the hope
of retaining a moderating influence over
the Americans both on the conduct of the
war and all the other issues in question.

Correspondingly, though much about
the ultimate impact of this episode remains
unclear, the implications must be judged
to be far graver for NATO than for the EU.

History shows that European integra-
tion can make irreversible advances both
when encouraged, and when alienated, by
the US: and that deliberate American
divide-and-rule tactics revenge them-
selves particularly fast.  In the present in-
stance, the evidence of Europe’s centripe-
tal ‘rebound’ since Spring 2003 includes
the adoption of the EU’s first specific anti-
WMD proliferation policy and the first
general EU security strategy document
(both of which contemplate a possible
European collective use of force in the last
resort); the emergent consensus at the end
of the European Convention on measures
to strengthen the EU’s political leadership
and its external voice notably by a longer-
term President of the European Council and
a  single ‘Foreign Minister’ figure; other
Convention proposals for thickening and
deepening ESDP: the hasty launch of an
EU operation in the Congo, and specula-
tion about a first European operation on
former Soviet territory (Moldova).  At na-
tional level, resource application of course
remains a gigantic Achilles’ heel for Euro-
pean ambitions, but even here there are
distinctly hopeful signs in the German
Defence Minister’s latest reform proposals
and the determined efforts being made by
the Federal Chancellor to address Germa-
ny’s economic structural problems in gene-
ral. There have also been various local
bridge-rebuilding exercises notably involv-
ing Germany, Poland and France, though
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it is arguable that at the purely personal
level some pre-Iraq relationships can never
return to what they were (dramatic
surprises, like the UK’s joining EMU, apart).

Renewed efforts for European co-
hesion are not of course ipso facto anti-
Atlantic. One lesson of this crisis was that
it is just as hard, or harder, to unite the
EU’s members on an outright anti-US line
as on an uncritical pro-US one.  Logically,
if the EU is setting out to make itself wiser
in the ways of international power, it will
by that very fact become more aware (as
Russia and China already are!) of the
realities of American might and the
unwisdom of unnecessarily provoking it.
Its own perceptions of self-interest, threat
priorities, and the role of coercive
responses ought to shift at least somewhat
closer to a mid-Atlantic mean. This implies
the entry of some ’NATO-like’ strands into
EU culture – at policy level, not just as a
result of ESDP operational experience – but
it should also help Europeans old as well
as new to see the point of preserving
NATO itself. Even if the Alliance only of-
fers a slight hope of influencing US strate-
gic thinking and operational choices
across rather a narrow range of internatio-
nal-security issues, this is more than can
be said for any other currently available
institutional solution.  The more the US
shows willingness to flex its muscles uni-
laterally outside NATO, the greater the
interest for its Allies of ‘capturing’ pos-

sible future operations in an Alliance
framework, even if this may mean more of
them having to go along on crusades they
do not wholly believe in. Such reactions
help to explain the speed with which
decisions have been taken to give NATO
an increasingly overt and central role in a
possibly expanded peace-keeping and
peace-building mission in Afghanistan.22

This should provide ‘occupational thera-
py’ for the Alliance for some time yet, while
the idea of a NATO follow-on role in Iraq
itself is not wholly beyond the bounds of
conjecture.

There is nothing over-optimistic as
such in this thesis of institutional recovery:
the significant thing is what it leaves out.
The most important moves to build politi-
cal bridges and identify new shared
operational tasks for the US and Europe
after the end of fighting in Iraq have once
again bypassed NATO channels, involving
as they do the search for further European
military support (negotiated bilaterally) in
Iraq itself; the increasing signals that the
US will have to reopen the door to a larger
UN role in Iraqi reconstruction as a
condition i.a. for major European aid; the
growing parallelism of US and EU pres-
sures directed against Iran over prolife-
ration issues; the US decision to approach
the North Korean nuclear threat through a
multilateral negotiation process (very ‘Eu-
ropean-style’ even if the EU is not closely
engaged), and the remarkable new efforts

22 Dempsey, Judy: ”Afghanistan mission gives NATO new sense of purpose”, Financial Times 12
August 2003.
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made by the US to enforce Israeli/
Palestinian implementation of the new
Middle Eastern ‘road map’. It has already
been argued above that any US interna-
tional engagement, positive or negative,
in the broader issues of non-military hu-
man security will be grist to the mill of the
EU and of EU–US dialogue rather than
flowing through or bringing any new
sustenance to NATO.  What we may have
been seeing in the last few months – in the
most open demonstration yet of a
structural shift developing ever since 1990
– is that even if the US is prepared to re-
enter into multilateral engagements and
use multilateral methods to address the
traditional security issues currently most

pressing for the West, four times out of
five this is going to bring the EU into play
or bypass both the Euro-Atlantic institu-
tions rather than picking up and using the
one and only formal Atlantic Alliance.  This
is not a statement about how good or bad
the trans-Atlantic relationship will be in
future: but it does imply that other frame-
works need to be developed and strength-
ened perhaps faster than we have bar-
gained for – the EU–US dialogue itself, the
economic and functional institutions of
the ‘wider West’, and (why not) the UN –
if we want the relationship to be managed
in future at least as successfully as NATO
did for fifty years in the past.


